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Abstract
The conditional decoder is a low complexity and optimal decoder for multiplexed or-
thogonal designs in point-to-point channels. We extend this notion to X channels and
differentiate between two interference scenarios. First, the interference is perfectly aligned
in a different sub-space than the intended information symbols. For this scenario, the
conditional decoder is applied as a one stage and two stages decoder to cancel the inter-
ference and decode the desired signal. Second, the interference is misaligned. In this case,
the conditional decoder attempts to jointly cancel the interference and decode the intended
signal while achieving a performance gain over other interference cancellation schemes. We
consider the two user scenario where Alamouti codes are used at the transmitters and then
extend our investigation to three user channels with arbitrary signal structure. Our nu-
merical results establish the superiority of our decoder to previously proposed zero-forcing
and decoupling techniques, in terms of performance. It is further shown that the proposed
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The state-of-the-art interference alignment technique allows each receiver in a multi-input
multi-output (MIMO) system to resolve the intended information symbols while ignoring
the unintended ones. This is done by projecting the unintended symbols in a different sub-
space than the intended ones then a specific technique is used at the receiver for interference
cancellation [1],[2] and decoding the information symbols. Zero-forcing technique [3] can be
used to cancel the interference with optimal performance and a very simple linear processing
if the interference is perfectly aligned. In other cases where interference misalignment
occurs, the zero-forcing technique is not optimal. That motivated us to find another
algorithm that can achieve performance improvement over the zero-forcing technique in
canceling the interference for the misaligned interference case while achieving an optimal
performance for the case of perfectly aligned interference.
X networks [4] consist of multi transmitter and multi receiver, each transmitter has
a message to each receiver. The channel coefficients from a specific transmitter to the
receivers are only known to that transmitter which means that transmitter A only knows
the channel coefficients from itself to all the receivers but does not know any information
about the channel coefficients from transmitter B to the receivers. Each receiver works
on decoding the messages sent to it from the transmitters while canceling the interference
coming from the messages sent to other receivers. In this thesis, we consider two system
models and referring to them as the two user case and the three user case. The two user
system has two transmitters and two receivers, each equipped with double antennas. The
three user system has three transmitters and two receivers, each equipped with double
antennas.
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Figure 1.1: Interference Alignment for X channels
For the two user X channel case, it was shown that Alamouti scheme can be used along
with beamforming matrices [4]-[6] at the transmitter to perfectly align the interference in
a different sub-space than the intended signals so it’s easy to cancel it at the receiver using
a simple technique like the zero-forcing. For some other settings of the communication
system, it’s not an easy job to find the suitable coding scheme and beamforming matrices
that can be used to align the interference perfectly. That would lead to a misalignment of
the interference which means that a portion of the interference signal will be in the same
sub-space as the intended signal and interfere with it. A simple interference cancellation
technique like the zero-forcing technique is not optimal in this case which opens the door
for trying other techniques trying to achieve a performance improvement while maintaining
low complexity.
Alamouti scheme [7] along with beamforming matrices are used in the two user case
to perfectly align the interference [8]. In this scheme, two symbols are sent from a double
antenna transmitter in two time slots. The 2 × 2 transmitted matrix has an orthogonal
structure which is an advantage in case of deploying the conditional decoder at the receiver.
The conditional decoding algorithm is optimal for multiplexed orthogonal designs and
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it has a reduced complexity [9] so it can be used in canceling the interference and decoding
the information symbols especially if the transmitted coding scheme has an orthogonal
structure. The reduced complexity comes from conditioning on some of the information
symbols and calculating the remaining ones so the exhaustive search works on a specific
set of the information symbols instead of searching all of them to reach the ML solution.
The conditional decoder is essentially optimal for other codes such as Golden code [10]
while it’s optimal for orthogonal transmission schemes such as Alamouti code.
Throughout our research, we focused on applying the conditional decoder to the in-
terference cancellation problem for X channels using different scenarios to examine the
performance of the conditional decoder in the two cases of perfectly aligned and mis-
aligned interference. We used two system models for the two user and three user cases
while deploying the Alamouti scheme for the two user case and introducing an arbitrary
transmission scheme for the three user case. We applied the conditional decoder as a two
stage and one stage decoder. In the two stage decoder, it works only on decoding the infor-
mation symbols as it’s preceded by the zero-forcing stage for the interference cancelation.
In the one stage decoder, it jointly cancels the interference and decodes the information
symbols in a single step. The simulation results helped to conclude the benefit of applying
the conditional decoding algorithm to solve the interference cancellation problem for X
channels.
In this thesis, we start with the introduction in Chapter 1 then the rest of the thesis
material is organized as following:
• Chapter 2
Interference alignment concept is introduced through presenting the theory and the
benefit of applying it on achieving the degrees of freedom for the channel unlike other
techniques such as the cake cutting algorithm. Then two examples on applying the inter-
ference alignment technique are illustrated. The examples are applying the interference
alignment for X networks and cellular networks.
• Chapter 3
The concept behind the conditional decoding algorithm is described and the steps for
applying it are clearly stated. The optimality theorem of the conditional decoder is given
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and explained to show how it can be applied for interference cancellation. Then two
applications are presented to show the performance of the conditional decoder through
an example when the conditional decoder is essential optimal and another one when it is
optimal.
• Chapter 4
In this chapter, our contribution of applying the conditional decoder to cancel the
interference and decode the information symbols for X channels is demonstrated. We
explain our simulations steps for the two scenarios of perfectly aligned and misaligned
interference. The simulation results show the benefit of applying the conditional decoding
algorithm to cancel the interference and decode the information symbols for X channels
especially in the case of misaligned interference which is our main concern.
• Chapter 5
In this chapter, we conclude the results of our research on applying the conditional
decoder algorithm for canceling the interference and decode the intended information sym-
bols then we explain the reason behind the performance gain achieved by the conditional
decoder over other interference cancellation methods such as the zero-forcing technique.
Finally, we discuss the future work of our research and how the conditional decoder can




Interference alignment technique works on achieving the degrees of freedom of the channel
when the received signal at each receiver is a combination of the intended signals and the
unintended ones. In this chapter, we present the theory behind it then we give examples
on applying the interference alignment for X channels and cellular networks.
2.1 Theory
In multi user communication systems, interference can be an extra limit to the maximum
data rate of sending the information symbols from each transmitter. One simple way to
share the communication medium among K users is the cake cutting algorithm [11] where
all transmitters have an equal share of the channel bandwidth and this share is 1/K of the
total available bandwidth. This algorithm was shown to be suboptimal.
The interference alignment technique offer a method that enables each transmitter to
send the data at half the rate it can achieve if the channel was interference free which
means that each transmitter can have a share equals to half the bandwidth. This can be
explained through considering a simple example of solving a set of linear equations.
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y1 = h11x1 + h12x2 + . . .+ h1KxK
y2 = h21x1 + h22x2 + . . .+ h2KxK
...
yB = hB1x1 + hB2x2 + . . .+ hBKxK (2.1)
Assume y1, y2, . . . , yB represent different realizations of the transmitted information
symbols at one of the receivers. The number of realizations depends on the channel band-
width B. x1, x2, . . . , xK are the information symbols from K transmitters given that each
transmitter only sends 1 symbol. hij are the channel coefficients.
To solve that set of linear equations at one of the receivers, the number of equations B
has to be larger than the number of unknowns K. This condition means that we should
have a large bandwidth so the receiver can resolve all information symbols. This is true
if the receiver is interested in resolving all the information symbols. To explain that, we
need to re-write the set of linear equations as following
Y = H1x1 +H2x2 + . . .+HKxK (2.2)
Where Y is the received vector at one of the receivers and Hi can be refered to as the














Now imagine that the receiver is only trying to resolve one of the information symbols,
e.g., x1 and the rest of the symbols x2, x3, . . . , xk are considered to be interference symbols.
To do that the receiver still have to resolve all interference symbols to decode the desired
one unless the information symbol is projected in a different sub-space than the unintended
ones which is the main idea of interference alignment.
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IfH1 lies in a different vector space than the other received beam directionsH2, H3, . . . , Hk
then the receiver can resolve the intended symbol x1. This means that B can be less than
K and the receiver is still able to resolve the desired symbol. The same condition can be
met at other receivers since each receiver sees a different set of linear equations.
There are many applications for the interference alignment technique such as index
coding problem [12],[13], X channels [14], cellular networks, and MISO broadcast channel
[15]. In this chapter, we will shed light on the X channels and cellular networks applications.
2.2 Examples
2.2.1 X Channels Application
The degrees of freedom for an M ×N X network that consists of M single antenna trans-
mitters and N single antenna receivers is MN
M+N−1 [16]. The interference alignment scheme
that is used to achieve the degrees of freedom of the channel can be described through an
example of a 3× 3 X network as shown in Fig 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Interference Alignment for 3× 3 X channel
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The total number of transmitted messages is 9 with 3 desired messages at each receiver
and 6 interference messages. The job of the interference alignment scheme is to project the
desired messages in a different sub-space than the interference ones. This is done through
sending the intended messages to receiver 1 on the signal space V1, the intended messages
to receiver 2 on the signal space V2, and the intended messages to receiver 3 on the signal
space V3.
All transmitters send their messages to receiver 1 on the signal space V1 so they are
considered as interference messages to receivers 2 and 3. The same procedure is repeated
for the sent messages to receivers 2 and 3. To decode the received messages, receiver 1
cancels the messages on V2 and V3 while decoding the messages on V1, receiver 2 cancels
the messages on V1 and V3 while decoding the messages on V2, and receiver 3 cancels the
messages on V1 and V2 while decoding the messages on V3.
The challenge is to design the transmitted matrices in a way that can achieve the
required alignment of the interference messages in a different sub-space than the intended
information messages. One of the very effective designs for the double antenna 2 × 2 X
channel deploys the Alamouti coding scheme along with beamforming matrices to perfectly



























The transmitted matrices x1 and x2 have Alamouti structure for the information sym-
bols. Beamforming matrices vij are used to project the interference on a different sub-space
than the intended signals and each entry in beamforming matrices is kept smaller than 1




























In three time slots, each transmitter sends two symbols to each receiver. skij is the
transmitted symbol from transmitter i to receiver j and the symbol number is k. The
achieved symbol rate in this case is 8
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which is the maximum achievable rate [4]. The

















































Where y1 and y2 are the received signals. w1 and w2 are the noise matrices. a =√
2tr(H−111 H
−1∗













It can be shown from the structure of the received signals that the intended information
symbols are in a different sub-space than the interference. A specific algorithm has to be
used at the receiver to cancel the interference prior to decoding the intended information
symbols.
Recent research [17] shows that the degrees of freedom for a multiple-antenna MIMO
X channel is AMN
M+N−1 where M and N are the number of transmitters and receivers, each
node is equipped with A antennas. To explain this result, we consider an example of 3× 3
9
Figure 2.2: Double Antenna 3× 3 MIMO X Channel
X network with double antenna at each node. We can imagine that the system has six
virtual transmitters, each antenna is considered as a separate virtual transmitter as shown
in Fig 2.2.
All transmitters send the information symbols over signal space Va, Vb, and Vc to
receivers a, b, and c respectively. Transmitter 1 and 2 send their messages to receiver a
over a signal dimension 2|Va| which is considered as interference at receivers b and c. The
other messages sent from transmitters 3, 4, 5, and 6 to receiver a span the same signal
space 2|Va| at receivers b and c. That means that the messages intended for receiver a
constitute interference at receivers b and c and span a signal dimension of Va × Va.
The same argument applies to the interference caused by the messages sent to receivers
b and c as they occupy a signal dimension of Vb×Vb and Vc×Vc respictively. Assuming all
signal spaces have the same size, i.e., |Va| = |Vb| = |Vc| = |V |, the desired signals at each
receiver occupy a signal dimension of 6|V | while the interference signals occupy a signal
dimension of 4|V |.
For a symbol duration of n time slots, the signal dimension seen by each receiver is 2n.
To make sure that the desired and interference signals will not overlap, the signal space
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seen by each receiver has to be larger than 10|V |. The available degrees of freedom in this
system is 3×6|V |
n




2.2.2 Cellular Networks Application
For K cells and each cell consists of one base station and M users. The degrees of freedom
that can be achieved for each cell using the interference alignment technique is shown to
be M
M+1
[18]. This result means that for a large number of users, the degrees of freedom
per cell approaches the one for interference-free network.
To explain the application of interference alignment technique for cellular networks, we
take an example of three cells where each cell consists of one base station and three users.
The uplink signals are shown in Fig 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Interference Alignment for 3 Cells, 9 Users
Each transmitter sends its information with the same signal space V . At cell 1, the
overall coming interference from the users connected to the other two cells is combined
within |V | signal dimensions while the useful signals from cell 1 users occupy 3×|V | signal
dimension. The same applies to cell 2 and cell 3. In general, the interference occupies |V |
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signal dimensions and the desired signals occupy M × |V | signal dimensions. This means
that the degrees of freedom per cell equals to M×|V |
(M+1)×|V | which is
M
M+1
Fig 2.4 shows four cellular networks having the same degrees of freedom when applying
the interference alignment technique. DOF = K( M
M+1
) with K > M . (a) is a SIMO
network with K users and M antennas at each receiver, (b) is a MISO network with K
users and M antennas at each transmitter, (c) is an interfering MAC channel with K cells
and M users in each cell, and (d) is an interfering BC channel with K cells and M users
in each cell.
Figure 2.4: Four Cellular Networks With The Same DOF
Interference cancellation can be an easy job if the interference is perfectly aligned in a
different sub-space than the intended signals. But, if interference misalignment occurs due
to the difficulty of finding suitable coding scheme and beamforming matrices then a simple
interference cancellation scheme such as the zero-forcing technique is not optimal. That
motivated us to find another scheme that works in a different way than the zero-forcing
technique. In the next chapter, we study the conditional decoder algorithm to show the





The conditional decoding algorithm is optimal and has low complexity in decoding the
information symbols for multiplexed orthogonal designs [9]. It can be essentially optimal
for other applications such as the golden code [10]. In this chapter, we are presenting
the theory behind the conditional decoding algorithm and how to apply it through two
examples with the golden code and Alamouti scheme.
3.1 Theory
The main idea of the decoder is to split the channel matrix into two matrices with one
matrix has mutually orthogonal rows then it does exhaustive search over a reduced number
of the transmitted symbols while calculating the remaining ones.
y = xH + n (3.1)
Where y is the received signal, x is the transmitted vector, H is the channel matrix,
and n is the noise vector.
To get the optimal solution, it is required to maximize the likelihood function P (y|x),
the transmitted vector x is uniformly distributed over a constellation C of size Q. The
optimal solution can be written as




The optimal solution can be obtained by an exhaustive search over all symbols in x
which gives a complexity of O(QK), where K is the dimension of x. If the channel matrix
H has N mutually orthogonal rows then the optimal solution can be obtained with a
complexity of O(QK−N).
The channel matrix H can be divided into two matrices H1, H2 where H1 has the N
mutually orthogonal rows and H2 has the remaining M rows. The transmitted victor x
can also be divided into two victors x1, x2.
y = x1H1 + x2H2 + n (3.3)
The conditional decoder does exhaustive search over the M symbols in x2 and calculates
the N symbols of x1 [10]
x̃1 = (y − x2H2)HT1 (H1HT1 )−1 (3.4)
x̂1 is the quantized vector of x̃1 according to the transmitted constellation. Maximizing
the likelihood functions leads to
x̂2 = arg min
x2
||y − x2H2 − x1H1||2 (3.5)
The final decoded symbols are x̂1 and x̂2 and the decoder has a reduced complexity of
O(QM) so the complexity of the conditional decoder depends on the number of mutually
independent rows in the channel matrix.
The conditional decoder can be essentially optimal or optimal depending on the struc-
ture of the channel matrix so for a quasi-static fading channel, the optimality of the con-
ditional decoder depends on the structure of the coding scheme.
Theorem 1 The conditional decoding algorithm is optimal for multiplexed orthogonal de-
signs.
For multiplexed orthogonal designs, the transmitted codes have orthogonal structures
that makes the channel matrix has mutually orthogonal rows in the case of quasi-static
fading channel. The received signal can be written as
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r = sH + cG+ n (3.6)
Where s and c are the transmitted information symbols, H and G are the channel
matrices, and n is the received noise. The conditional decoder job is to estimate the infor-
mation symbols, first it conditions on one of the transmitted codewords then it calculates
the other one. If the channel matrix G has better conditions than H then the decoder will
first condition on s and calculates c as following
c = (r − sH)G−1 (3.7)
Since the rows of the channel matrix G are mutually orthogonal so the zero-forcing
technique can solve the above equation optimally to obtain the codeword c. That makes
the conditional decoder optimal in this case of using orthogonal multiplexed codes. The
decoded symbols ŝ and ĉ are the ones that maximize the likelihood function
p(r|s, c) ∝ exp(− 1
2σ2
‖r − sH − cG‖2) (3.8)
Maximizing the likelihood function will lead to the optimal solution for the information
symbols as following
ĉ = Q((r − sH)G†(GG†)−1) (3.9)
Where Q is a quantization operator according to the transmitted constellation. The
codeword s is selected to minimize the following argument
ŝ = arg min
s
‖r − sH − ĉG‖2 (3.10)
3.2 Examples
3.2.1 Golden Code Application
The conditional decoding algorithm can be deployed for a point to point communication
system, each node is equipped with double antennas. For this setup, the transmitter sends









s1 + s2τ s3 + s4τ
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(3.11)












is the algebraic conjugate of τ . α = 1 + iµ and its algebraic conjugate
ᾱ = 1 + iτ .




















The received signal after passing through an AWGN channel [3] with quasi-static fading


































+ (n21, n22) (3.14)
Where rij are the received signal at antenna i and time slot j, hij are the fading
coefficients, and nij are the complex Gaussian noise values. A simple form of the received
signal is given as
r = aH + bG+ n (3.15)
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Where
r = (r11, r12, r21, r22)
n = (n11, n12, n21, n22)
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ατh11 ᾱµh21 ατh12 ᾱµh22
iᾱµh21 ατh11 iᾱµh22 ατh12
)
The decoding problem is to maximize the likelihood function which means finding the
codewords a and b that achieve that.
p(r|a, b) ∝ exp(− 1
2σ2
‖r − aH − bG‖2) (3.16)
This can be done through an optimal exhaustive search over all information symbols
which means a complexity of O(N4) where N is the size of the transmitted constellation.
The conditional decoder can decode the information symbols with an essential optimal
performance and a complexity of O(N2).
Maximizing the likelihood function conditioning on a value for a will lead to
b̂ = Q((r − aH)G†(GG†)−1) (3.17)
Where b̂ is the decoded result for symbols s2 and s4 given the codeword a, Q operator
quantizes the input according to the transmitted constellation. Choosing the codeword a
is done through an exhaustive search to minimize the following argument
â = arg min
a
‖r − aH − b̂G‖2 (3.18)
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The complexity of applying the conditional decoder to this decoding problem is of
O(N2). Of course, the algorithm can reverse the process and starts with selecting a value
for b through the exhaustive search then calculates a. This decision is made based on the
channel matrix that has better conditions so if det(GG†) ≥ det(HH†) then the decoder
selects a through the exhaustive search and calculates b and vice versa.
Fig 3.1 shows a comparison between the ML decoder and the conditional decoder
for the golden code application. The constellation size is 4 QAM and 16 QAM. The
performance of the conditional decoder for this application is essential ML with reduced
complexity of O(N2).
Figure 3.1: Comparison Between ML decoder and Conditional Decoder for Golden Code
Application
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3.2.2 Alamouti Scheme Application
Consider a communication system which consists of two transmitters and one receiver.
Each node is equipped with double antennas and each transmitter sends two symbols in
an Alamouti block. The received signal at the two antennas of the receiver is given by
r1 = sH1 + cG1 + n1 (3.19)
r2 = sH2 + cG2 + n2 (3.20)
Where r1 and r2 are the received signals at the receiver’s first and second antenna
respectively. s = (x1, x2) are the symbols sent from transmitter 1, c = (x3, x4) are the
symbols sent from transmitter 2. n1 and n2 are the complex Gaussian noise observed at
the two antennas of the receiver. H1 and H2 are the channel matrices from transmitter
1 to the receiver, G1 and G2 are the channel matrices from transmitter 2 to the receiver.





















hij are the channel coefficients from antenna i of transmitter 1 to antenna j of the
receiver, gij are the channel coefficients from antenna i of transmitter 2 to antenna j of
the receiver. It’s obvious that the channel matrices have Alamouti structure which means
that its rows are mutually orthogonal. The received signal can be re-written as
r = sH + cG+ n (3.21)
Where r = (r1, r2), n = (n1, n2), H = (H1, H2), and G = (G1, G2). The conditional
decoder in this case can select either s or c to perform the exhaustive search over it. This is
because bothH andG have mutual orthogonal rows so they have the exact same conditions.
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The complexity of the conditional decoder is of O(N2) where N is the constellation size
and the decoded symbols are given by
ĉ = Q((r − sH)G†(GG†)−1) (3.22)
ŝ = arg min
s
‖r − sH − ĉG‖2 (3.23)
Where ĉ and ŝ are the decoded symbols. Q is the quantization operator according
to the transmitted constellation. The conditional decoder is optimal for this application
because of the orthogonal structure of Alamouti scheme that reflects on the rows of the
channel matrices, making them mutually orthogonal.
In conclusion, the conditional decoder can be optimal for interference cancellation if the
induced channel matrices at the receiver have mutually orthogonal rows. That motivated
us to study applying the conditional decoder in canceling the interference for the two user
x channel where the channel matrices have an orthogonal structure and the three user X
channel where the interference matrix has an orthogonal structure.
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Chapter 4
Conditional Decoding for X Channels
4.1 Introduction
For X channels, the system consists of multi transmitters and multi receivers. Each trans-
mitter has a message to each receiver and the challenge is to cancel the interference [1],[2]
caused by the unintended signals at the receiver end. One way to do that is by projecting
the unintended signals in a different sub-space than the intended ones. This is done at
the transmitter end using beamforming matrices [5]-[6] and a specific technique to cancel
the interference effect at the receiver end. The use of Alamouti scheme [7] along with
beamforming matrices to send the information messages makes it possible to exploit the
simplicity of the zero-forcing technique at the receiver end to cancel the interference [8].
In the two user case, the interference is perfectly aligned in a different sub-space using
previously proposed beamforming matrices along with the orthogonal Alamouti coding
scheme [8]. That makes the zero-forcing technique optimal in cancelling the interference.
In this case, we apply the conditional decoder as a two stage decoder preceded by the zero-
forcing technique and we compare it to the decoupling technique and the sphere decoder.
Then we apply it as a one stage decoder and we compare it to the zero-forcing technique
followed by an ML decoder.
In the three user case, the interference is misaligned since we used the same beamform-
ing matrices as in the two user case. We also proposed an arbitrary coding scheme. That
makes the zero-forcing technique suboptimal so we applied the conditional decoder as a
21
one stage decoder to achieve a performance improvement for the misaligned interference
case.
In this chapter, we focus on applying the conditional decoding algorithm in two different
scenarios. First, we use it in for the perfectly aligned interference case and we deploy it
as a two stage and one stage decoder Section 4.3. In this scenario, we compare the two
stage conditional decoder to the decoupling technique and the ML sphere decoder [22]
then we compare the one stage decoder to the zero-forcing technique. Second, we use
the conditional decoder for the misaligned interference scenario as we deploy it as a one
stage decoder to cancel the interference and we compare it to the zero-forcing technique
Section 4.4.
In Section 4.2, we introduce the system model and in Section 4.5, we demonstrate the
simulation results.
4.2 System Model
The system model we adopt has M transmitters and N receivers as shown in Fig 4.1.
Each transmitter has a message to each receiver so the received signal at each receiver is a
combination of the intended messages and the unintended ones, the transmitted symbols
are independent. Hij is the channel matrix between transmitter i and receiver j, the
channel coefficients are i.i.d. with Gaussian distribution CN(0, 1), the channel is constant
during transmission. Each transmitter knows only the channel information between itself
and each receiver, each transmitter and receiver has double antenna. The noise is additive
white Gaussian noise with unit variance.
4.3 Perfectly Aligned Interference
In this scenario, the interference is perfectly aligned in a different sub-space than the
intended signal using beamforming matrices along with Alamouti coding scheme. The
conditional decoder is deployed as a two stage decoder and compared to the decoupling
technique and the ML sphere decoder then it is deployed as a one stage decoder and
compared to the zero-forcing technique followed by any ML decoder. In this scenario, the
system is 2× 2.
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Figure 4.1: System Model
4.3.1 Two Stage Decoder
For a two stage decoder, the zero-forcing technique is used at the first stage to cancel the
interference then the conditional decoding algorithm is applied to decode the transmitted
symbols. A maximum likelihood algorithm can be applied to decode the symbols optimally
through an exhaustive search over all possible solutions. The conditional decoder does the




























The transmitted matrices x1 and x2 have Alamouti structure for the information sym-
bols. Beamforming matrices vij are used to project the interference on a different sub-space
than the intended signals and each entry in beamforming matrix is kept smaller than 1 to



























In three time slots, each transmitter sends two symbols to each receiver. skij is the
transmitted symbol from transmitter i to receiver j and the symbol number is k. The
achieved symbol rate in this case is 8
3
which is the maximum achievable rate [4]. The

















































Where y1 and y2 are the received signals. w1 and w2 are the noise matrices. a =√
2tr(H−111 H
−1∗




















h̃11 h̃21 g̃11 g̃21 0 0
h̃∗21 −h̃∗11 g̃∗21 −g̃∗11 0 −1
0 0 0 0 1 0
h̃12 h̃22 g̃12 g̃22 0 0
h̃∗22 −h̃∗12 g̃∗22 −g̃∗12 1 0



















22. ŵ is a 6x1 additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector
with entries that have zero mean and unit variance.
The zero-forcing technique cancels the interference with some simple linear processing
forming a new version of the received vector. ŷ = [ỹ1, ỹ2 + ỹ6, ỹ4, ỹ5 − ỹ3]T where ỹi are

























And ŵ = [w̃1, w̃2 + w̃6, w̃4, w̃5 − w̃3]T where w̃i are the entries of the vector w̃
To apply the conditional decoder, a comparison between the two channel matrices is
done to determine which one of them has better conditions. If det(GGT ) > det(HHT ) then
the conditional decoder does the exhaustive search over s111 and s
2
11. Otherwise, it does
the exhaustive search over s121 and s
2
21. Since both of the two resulted channel matrices
Ĥ, Ĝ have the orthogonal Alamouti structure so the conditional decoder is optimal for this
application and the decoder has a complexity of O(Q2).
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4.3.2 One Stage Decoder
For a one stage decoder, the conditional decoder cancel the interference and decode the
intended symbols in one step and we compare it to the zero-forcing technique followed by
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The matrix multiplied by the interference elements has mutually orthogonal rows so
the conditional decoder in this case will do exhaustive search over the intended symbols to
receiver 1. The decoder has a complexity of O(Q4).
4.4 Misaligned Interference
In this scenario, the system is 3×2 but we still use the same beamforming matrices as in the
2×2 system which makes the interference misaligned. We apply the conditional decoder as
a one stage decoder and we compare its performance to the zero-forcing technique followed
by any ML decoder. In 3× 2 system, the maximum achievable symbol rate is 3 [16] which
means transmitting two symbols from each transmitter to each receiver in a four time slot

































































skij is the transmitted symbol from transmitter i to receiver j and the symbol number


















































−as2∗12 − bs2∗22 − cs2∗32 as1∗12 + bs1∗22 + cs1∗32







31 ). The conditional decoder in this case does the exhaustive
search over the six intended symbols to receiver 1. The decoder has a complexity of O(Q6).
4.5 Simulation Results
In this section, we demonstrate the simulation results for the conditional decoder in the
two different scenarios, perfectly aligned and misaligned interference.
4.5.1 Perfectly Aligned Interference
We compare the two stage conditional decoder performance to the decoupling technique
and the ML sphere decoder. The conditional decoder has the same optimal performance
of the sphere decoder and it has a diversity gain over the decoupling technique. This gain
is about 7 dB at 10−3 as shown in Fig 4.2. The one stage conditional decoder gives the
same optimal performance as the zero-forcing technique followed by any ML decoder. The
transmitted constellation size for this simulation is 4 QAM.
4.5.2 Misaligned Interference
We compare the one stage conditional decoder to the zero-forcing technique followed by
an ML decoder in the misaligned interference case. The conditional decoder achieves a
performance improvement compared to the zero-forcing technique. This improvement is
about 3 dB as shown in Fig 4.3. The transmitted constellation size for this simulation is
BPSK.
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Figure 4.2: Conditional Decoder - Perfectly Aligned Interference
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We extended the notion of conditional decoding to X channels in two different scenarios,
perfectly aligned interference and misaligned interference. For the perfectly aligned in-
terference, it was shown that the conditional decoder achieves the optimal performance
whether it is deployed as a one stage or two stage decoder. In this scenario, the condi-
tional decoder was shown to outperform the previously proposed decoupling technique and
achieve the same performance as the sphere decoder; but with a much lower implementa-
tion complexity. For the misaligned interference case, the one stage conditional decoder
achieves a performance improvement in canceling the interference compared to the zero-
forcing technique. This makes the conditional decoder a good candidate for canceling the
interference when suitable beamforming matrices cannot be found.
The conditional decoder was shown to perform better than the zero-forcing technique
for interference cancellation in the misaligned interference case. This can be explained
since the way the conditional decoder works does not depend on having the interference in
a different sub-space than the intended signals unlike the zero-forcing technique which can
only give good results when the interference is perfectly aligned. The conditional decoder
way of work depends on the number of mutually orthogonal rows in the channel matrices;
this means that the conditional decoder can still be optimal even if the interference is
misaligned.
To take advantage of the promising performance of the conditional decoder in interfer-
ence cancellation for X channels, future work of this research should go to implementing
31
the conditional decoding algorithm in more applications for the interference alignment
technique especially when it’s difficult to perfectly align the interference in a different
sub-space than the intended signals. We applied the conditional decoder to cancel the
interference and decode the intended signals for X channels. The conditional decoder can
also be deployed for interference cancellation and information symbols decoding in many
other communication systems especially if the interference is not perfectly aligned in a
different sub-space than the desired information symbols.
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